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RESEARCH ARTICLE

ALSUntangled No. 35: Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy*

The ALSUntangled Group

ALSUntangled Update 35

ALSUntangled reviews alternative treatments for

patients with ALS (PALS). Here we review hyper-

baric oxygen therapy (HBOT) for ALS, a topic for

which we have had 90 requests (1).

Overview

HBOT involves treating patients with 100% oxygen

at pressures several times higher than atmospheric

pressure. This is accomplished by placing patients in

a sealed, pressurized chamber (2). HBOT was

initially used to treat decompression sickness after

diving. There are currently 14 approved, evidence-

based indications for HBOT including treatment of

air embolism, carbon monoxide poisoning, non-

healing wounds (such as diabetic wounds), burns,

gangrene, brain abscess, and radiation injury (3).

Numerous websites advertise off-label HBOT for a

wide variety of other conditions including multiple

sclerosis, dementia, stroke and ALS (4,5). Meta-

analyses conclude that there is insufficient evidence

to support the use of HBOT in multiple sclerosis

(6), dementia (7) and stroke (8). The FDA has

warned patients against such off-label use (9).

Mechanism

Oxidative stress (10,11), mitochondrial dysfunction

(11,12) and neuroinflammation (13) are believed to

play key roles in ALS pathophysiology. HBOT has

been shown to modify all of these processes, albeit in

small studies. In a small human study, HBOT

increased the synthesis of heat shock protein

HSP70, which plays a role in cellular protection

against oxidative stress (14). In a small study of the

Wobbler mouse model of motor neuron disease,

HBOT improved mitochondrial respiration in the

motor cortex (15). In rat models of stroke, HBOT

reduced post-ischemic markers of inflammation

such as COX-2 and MMP, and reduced infarct

size (16). Based on all of this, ALSUntangled

assigns a TOE ‘Mechanism’ grade of B (Table I).

It should be noted that trials of other agents that

target oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction

and neuroinflammation have been unsuccessful to

date in patients with ALS. Unfortunately many of

these studies never addressed CNS penetration and

target engagement.

Pre-clinical data

HBOT is reported to delay onset of motor neuron

disease in the Wobbler mouse model (15). This

study looked at the effects of HBOT both in mice

with phenotypic motor disease and in newborn mice

prior to onset of disease phenotype. For the first

part, Wobbler mice with motor dysfunction were

treated for 28–30 days with 100% oxygen at 2 ATA

(1 h per day). The treated mice were compared to

both Wobbler and wild-type controls that did not

receive HBOT. For the second part the investigators

treated newborn Wobbler mice with HBOT for 1 h

per day, six days per week for 350 days. Onset and

progression of motor neuron disease was signifi-

cantly delayed in the treated Wobbler mice com-

pared to untreated controls. The results of this paper
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seem promising, but several aspects are problematic.

First, the numbers of mice studied were small

(n¼ 18 for the first experimental group and n¼ 9

for the second). In addition, delayed onset and

progression of disease was seen in mice treated since

birth with HBOT. This effect may not translate to

humans who do not begin HBOT treatment until

after they have developed symptomatic ALS.

ALSUntangled assigns a TOE ‘Mechanism’ grade

of C based on this information (Table I).

Clinical data

Cases

Within the online community ‘PatientsLikeMe’,

seven people report trying HBOT for ALS (17).

There is only one individual patient review, which

states that no improvement was noted after three

weeks of HBOT (18). In addition, the patient

developed ‘eyesight deterioration’ coincident with

HBOT treatment (18). Google search identified the

website of Kim Cherry, who reports that his ALS

has been reversing on a regimen of HBOT in

addition to I.V. ozone treatments, various vitamins

and supplements, detox, special diets and attitude

changes (19). We contacted Mr. Cherry via email

and he kindly sent us his medical records. These

confirm a history of insidious onset slowly progres-

sive painless weakness starting in 2010. His

neurologist documented upper and lower motor

neuron signs, progressing to involve bulbar, cervical

and lumbar segments. His EMG studies demon-

strated a mild sensory neuropathy with a super-

imposed progressive motor axonopathy, eventually

affecting bulbar, cervical, thoracic and lumbar

segments. Neuroimaging of his brain and spine as

well as blood tests including CK, ganglioside

antibodies and paraneoplastic antibodies failed to

find an explanation for his presentation and he was

diagnosed with ALS in November 2011. A second

opinion confirmed this diagnosis (19). He slowly

progressed to his nadir in January 2012 at which

time his ALSFRS-R score was 31. His most recent

ALSFRS-R score in August 2015 had improved to

47 (20). Based on all this, ALSUntangled assigns a

TOE ‘Cases’ grade of C (Table I).

Trials

No large clinical trials have been published on the

use of HBOT for ALS. A small phase I clinical safety

study was performed in which five ALS patients

were treated with HBOT for eight weeks (21). Four

patients reported decreased fatigue after HBOT

treatment, while one patient reported increased

fatigue and dropped out of the trial. In addition, a

statistically significant improvement maximum iso-

metric voluntary contraction (MVIC) of all muscle

groups except the right hand was observed.

However, a phase II single-blinded placebo-con-

trolled study by the same group showed no benefit

from HBOT in patients with ALS (22). In this study

five patients with ALS were treated for eight weeks

with actual HBOT, while another group of five ALS

patients was treated with sham HBOT. Based on all

this, ALSUntangled assigns a TOE ‘Trials’

grade of F.

Risks and costs

HBOT can temporarily increase certain markers of

oxidative stress in humans (23); theoretically this

could accelerate ALS progression. The most

common side-effects of HBOT are otological and

include ear pain, hearing loss, and tinnitus; approxi-

mately 15% of patients receiving HBOT experience

otological side-effects (24). Rare but serious poten-

tial complications of HBOT can include barotrauma

(of the middle ear, nasal sinuses, inner ear, lung and

teeth), ocular damage, and seizures (25). Based on

all this, ALSUntangled assigns a TOE ‘Risks’ grade

of D.

HBOT costs $100–$200 per session (26). It is

not clear what the dosing is for ALS but one website

mentions 4–5 treatments per week (27). It is also

possible to buy a home hyperbaric chamber for

between $5000 and $15,000 (27).

Conclusions

Although there are plausible mechanisms by which

HBOT could work in ALS and a flawed pre-clinical

study showing benefit in a mouse model, the best

available human trial of HBOT showed no benefit.

Given this negative human trial and the fact that

HBOT has potentially serious complications, we do

not recommend HBOT for patients with ALS at this

time.

Kim Cherry’s ALS reversal, which occurred on

HBOT and several other alternative treatments,

appears very interesting. We do not think this is

Table I. TOE grades for HBOT in ALS.

Grade Explanation

Mechanism B Shown in a peer reviewed publi-

cation to act on a relevant

mechanism in a pre-clinical

ALS model

Pre-clinical C One flawed publication reports

benefit in an ALS rat model

Cases C One unpublished case report with

validated diagnosis and

improvements (though HBOT

was part of a large number of

treatments used)

Trials F The best available trial showed no

benefit

Risks D More than 0% but less than 5% of

those exposed to HBOT

experience serious side- effects
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due to HBOT alone. There are other rare examples

of ALS reversals on different (or sometimes no)

treatments (28). Other explanations for these rever-

sals include undetected ALS mimics syndromes or

endogenous mechanisms that confer resistance to

the disease (28). We look forward to further study of

cases like this (29).

Declaration of interest: ALSUntangled is spon-

sored by the ALS Association and the Motor

Neurone Disease Association.
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